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Information according to e-commerce law:
Company name: Gästehaus Alpengruss
Corporate purpose: sole proprietorship
UID number: ATU 67685016
Company headquarters: Ahornstrasse 86, 6290 Mayrhofen
Supervisory Authority: BH Schwaz
Occupational title: Privatzimmervermieter
Managing Director: Marion Koller
Responsible according to ¤ 55 RStV

Image rights
Gästehaus Alpengruss and TVB Mayrhofen-Hippach © Dominic Ebenbichler © Michael Werlberger ©
becknaphoto.

Structure & development

IDEA, CONCEPT, DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION Homepage designed and developed by

kaiserweb GesnbR. www.kaiserweb.at
SEO SEARCH MACHINE OPTIMIZATION: Keywords and optimizing kaiserweb GesnbR.
www.kaiserweb.at
HOMEPAGE-TECHNOLOGY: Open Scoure CMS System Contao, www.contao.de

Liability
All texts in this homepage have been carefully audited. However no guarantee can be given for accuracy,
completeness and actuality of content. Gästehaus Alpengruss can therefore not be made liable.

Disclaimer
For legal purposes we must point out that we cannot always influence the content of hyperlinks, and
therefore not be made responsible! All personal details given are used exclusively for intended purposes
and can be deleted on request.

Google Analytics
This website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google, Inc. (ÒGoogleÓ).
Google Analytics uses ÒcookiesÓ, which are text files placed on your computer, to help the website
analyse how users use the site. The information generated by the cookie about your use of the website
(including your IP address) will be transmitted to and stored by Google on servers in the United States.
Google will use this information for the purpose of evaluating your use of the website, compiling reports
on website activity for website operators and providing other services relating to website activity and
internet usage. Google may also transfer this information to third parties where required to do so by law, or
where such third parties process the information on Google's behalf. Google will not associate your IP
address with any other data held by Google. You may refuse the use of cookies by selecting the
appropriate settings on your browser, however please note that if you do this you may not be able to use
the full functionality of this website. By using this website, you consent to the processing of data about
you by Google in the manner and for the purposes set out above.
Furthermore you can prevent the data generated by the cookie and related to your use of the website
(including your IP address) from being captured and processed by Google by downloading and installing
the browser plug-in provided in the following link: http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=de

Hotjar
This website uses Hotjar web analytics service (http://www.hotjar.com). Hotjar may record mouse clicks,
mouse movements and scrolling activity. Hotjar collects information regarding pages visited, actions which
are taken, country, device used, operating system, and browser used. Hotjar does not collect personally
identifiable

information (PII) that you do not voluntarily enter in this website. Hotjar does not track your browsing
habits across web sites which do not use Hotjar services. More information about Hotjar is available here:
https://www.hotjar.com/privacy.

Use of Cookies
We use cookies on various pages in order to make our website more attractive to visitors and to enable the
use of certain functions. Cookies are small text files that are saved on your computer. Some of the cookies
we use are automatically deleted after a browser session, i.e. after closing your browser (so-called session
cookies). Other cookies remain stored on your computer and allow us to re-identify your browser when
you log on again (persistent cookies). You can set the browser such that your computer informs you of
relevant cookies and you can decide in each individual case if you accept cookies or accept them only in
certain cases or refuse them in general. If you do not accept cookies, some features of the website may not
function fully.

Information on online dispute resolution
Consumers have the opportunity to submit complaints to the EU's online dispute resolution form:
http://ec.europa.eu/odr. You can also address any complaints to the above e-mail address.

Online dispute settlement information
Consumers have the opportunity to submit complaints to the EU's online dispute resolution form:
http://ec.europa.eu/odr. You may also address any complaint to the above e-mail address.

Further Information
See data protection guidelines.
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